MARICOPA COUNTY DUST CONTROL FORECAST
ISSUED Wednesday, January 18, 2017
Five-day weather outlook:
We are in the calm before the storm, which means the horizon surrounding Metro Phoenix has and will continue to no
look very good; at least until rain and wind return Thursday. Pollutants are accumulating under light dispersion, but peak
final PM-10 values topped out in the upper Good range. Today is trending the same.
Scattered areas of rain spread west to east across Arizona after midnight tonight. Initially, accumulations won’t be too
much, but enough to influence morning air quality positively in the Valley. Toward Thursday evening is when more
appreciable rain is expected.
A break in shower activity may not occur through Saturday morning due to the quick succession of a second Pacific
storm entering the region Friday. A bulk of the 3-day precipitation total is associated with the second system’s cold front
passage late Friday. All in all, total rain could approach an inch in Phoenix and two to three times that in favored higher
terrain locations north and east of the metro area. Dust activity will be suppressed for a while. A Low risk is maintained.
–J.Malloy
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DUST RISK LEVEL

Day 1: Thu. 1/19/2017

Southwesterly winds
5-15 mph during the
afternoon. Rain likely.

+

No stagnation.

=

LOW

Day 2: Fri. 1/20/2017

Southwesterly winds
5-10 mph early
increasing to 10-20
mph by afternoon.
Rain likely.

+

No stagnation.

=

LOW

Day 3: Sat. 1/21/2017

Southwesterly winds
20-25 mph, becoming
northwesterly and
decreasing 5-15 mph
by evening. Rain
likely.

+

No stagnation.

=

LOW

EXTENDED OUTLOOK

Day 4: Sun. 1/22/2017

Light easterly winds.

+

Light stagnation.

=

LOW

Day 5: Mon. 1/23/2017

Southeasterly winds
5-10 mph early,
becoming
southwesterly 15-25
mph with higher gusts
possible. Rain likely.

+

No stagnation.

=

LOW

The Maricopa County Dust Control Action Forecast is issued to assist in the planning of work activities to
help reduce dust pollution. To review the complete air quality forecast for the Phoenix metropolitan area,
as well as the health impacts for different air pollutants refer to ADEQ's Air Quality Forecast at
http://legacy.azdeq.gov/environ/air/ozone/ensemble.pdf.
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